
June 30, 2014 

National Credit Union Administration
Gerald Poliquin, Secretary of the Board
1775 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-3428 

RE: Comments on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Regarding Associational Common Bond 

Dear Gerald Poliquin, 

I am writing on behalf of the California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues (Leagues), one of the largest state
trade associations for credit unions in the United States, representing the interests of more than 400 credit
unions and their 10 million member-consumers. The Leagues welcome the opportunity to provide comments to
the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) on its proposed amendments to the associational common
bond provisions of the Chartering and Field of Membership (FOM) Manual. 

The Leagues generally support NCUA’s attempt to help federal credit unions (FCUs) comply with membership
requirements and to reduce regulatory burden by providing automatic approval for certain associations.
However, the Leagues are concerned with certain elements of the proposed rule and preamble and we offer the
following comments seeking clarification or offering suggestions on how the rule might be improved.

Automatic Approval

The NCUA proposes to grant automatic qualification to the following categories of associations: alumni
associations, religious associations, electric cooperatives, homeowner associations, labor unions, scouting
groups, and “associations that have a mission of preserving or furthering the culture of a particular national or
ethnic origin.” The Leagues support the automatic inclusion of these pre-approved groups in an FCU’s FOM,
and we appreciate NCUA’s efforts to provide regulatory relief. We recommend the rule clarify the process an
FCU must take to add these groups. 

Threshold Requirement

Prior to the issuance of IRPS 99-1, NCUA’s chartering policy specifically stated that associations formed
primarily to obtain an FCU charter do not have a sufficient associational common bond. Since IRPS 99-1,
NCUA chartering policy states that the common bond for an associational group cannot be established simply
on the basis that the association exists.

To provide greater clarity, NCUA proposes a new threshold requirement that an association not be formed 
primarily for the purpose of expanding credit union membership. 

The Leagues are concerned with use of the word “primarily.” The term “primarily” is subjective in nature and
even purposely undefined in other contexts in NCUA’s Rules and Regulations, such as the CUSO rule that
includes a “primarily serves” test. If the NCUA implements a threshold requirement, the Leagues recommend
the NCUA change “primarily” to “solely.” If an association is not formed solely for the purpose of expanding
credit union membership, then the NCUA will move on to the “totality of the circumstances” test. The Leagues
believe the criteria in the totality test are sufficient to demonstrate an association’s goals exist beyond credit
union membership. 

The Leagues are also concerned that the rule does not clarify “how” the NCUA will determine if an association
has been formed primarily/solely for the purpose of expanding credit union membership. The Leagues strongly
urge the NCUA provide additional guidance on how this assessment will be made so that credit unions can fully
understand the requirements and make their own assessments when reviewing potential additions to their FOM.



Further, the NCUA provides, in footnote 17, that an association must have been operating as an organization
independent from the requesting FCU for at least one year prior to the request to add the group to the FCU’s
FOM.

The Leagues do not agree with this one-year requirement. To support the communities they serve, credit unions
should be allowed to add newly formed organizations and associations to their FOM. The NCUA does not
provide reasoning for this one-year waiting period, and the Leagues do not believe it provides value to the
threshold test or the totality of the circumstances test. Instead, the Leagues believe it will have the unintended
consequences of credit unions unable to serve and support their communities and create a competitive
disadvantage. Newly formed associations will be forced to conduct their financial transactions with a bank, and
it is unlikely they will seek credit union alignment a year later. The Leagues strongly recommend this one-year
test be eliminated from the rule, from the footnote, and from any supervisory assessment of an association. 

Corporate Separateness 

The NCUA proposes to expand the “totality of the circumstances test” by adding the additional criterion of
corporate separateness between the association and the FCU. 

The NCUA has stated in the preamble that qualified associations already within an FCU’s FOM are
grandfathered and will not be subject to the corporate separateness criterion. The Leagues support this limited
use of the new criterion.

The NCUA list five factors they will consider in evaluating corporate separateness and they state the presence
or absence of any one factor is not determinative. While implicit that an association does not need to meet all
factors, the Leagues urge the NCUA to reconsider and eliminate the factor that an association maintains a
separate physical location which does not include a P.O. Box or other mail drop or on premises owned or
leased by the FCU. The Leagues do not agree with this element as it does not recognize the global use of
current or future technology. Individuals with shared interests and goals may participate in associations formed
entirely online using modern technology that may not maintain a physical location. 

Totality of the Circumstances Test 

The NCUA applies a “totality of the circumstances” test to determine if an association satisfies the associational
common bond requirements. Under the proposal, NCUA will consider eight factors. The Leagues have heard
from our member credit unions that researching, documenting, and proving all eight factors is onerous and near
impossible. For this reason, we fully support NCUA’s assertion that the presence or absence of any one factor
is not determinative of the membership eligibility of an association. 

The NCUA further clarifies that their primary focus under the totality of circumstances test will be on the first
four criteria, including: “Whether the association's membership eligibility requirements are authoritative.” This
criterion is amended from, “[considering] the association’s membership eligibility requirements.” It is unclear
what NCUA is seeking to accomplish with the proposed language change and the requirement for “authoritative”
membership eligibility requirements. The Leagues ask NCUA to clarify their meaning or remove the ambiguous
qualifier. 

The Leagues request the NCUA publish guidance used by staff for applying the totality of circumstances test so
that credit unions may also fully understand the requirements and make their own assessments. 

The NCUA notes in the preamble that they will also consider, as part of the totality test, whether an FCU enrolls
a member into an association without the member’s knowledge or consent. If an FCU enrolls members who do
not knowingly and voluntarily join the association then this will reflect negatively on the association’s
qualification for FCU membership. The Leagues agree this is an appropriate consideration and recommend it is
implicit in the rule rather than the preamble. 

Quality Assurance Reviews and Grandfathered Memberships

The preamble to the proposed rules states NCUA is finding a few FCUs have formed associations for the



primary purpose of facilitating credit union membership and that NCUA is currently reviewing several
associations. The NCUA has stated these reviews are triggered by complaints. 

If NCUA finds any of these associations no longer meet the totality of the circumstances test or an association
is not operating according to their official bylaws in a way that impermissibly affects credit union membership,
NCUA will remove the association from the FCU’s FOM.

Later in the preamble, the NCUA states they will grandfather in existing members from all “qualified”
associations currently part of an FCU’s membership. It is unclear what NCUA means by qualified associations
and at what point they are considered qualified. 

The Leagues strongly encourage NCUA to clarify they will grandfather in existing members from all
associations (as opposed to all “qualified” associations) currently part of an FCU’s membership. This is in
concert with the “Once a member, always a member” philosophy and protects the credit unions and consumers
from undue harm in unwinding memberships with loans and credit cards. 

The Leagues recommend the NCUA include an appeals process for an FCU to challenge a determination that
an association does not meet the common bond requirements. The appeals process should include timing
requirements and that an FCU may continue to add new members during the appeal process.

The Leagues request guidance on the process for removing an association from an FCU’s FOM. For example:
Will NCUA provide adequate time for the FCU to communicate with an association before terminating their
eligibility? What notices, if any, are required to be delivered to the association leadership, to current members,
and what is the timing for such notices? 

The proposed rule also states if an association that is in an FCU’s FOM undergoes significant changes that
result in the group no longer meeting the totality of the circumstances test, the FCU should notify NCUA’s Office
of Consumer Protection, Division of Consumer Access to determine whether the group should be removed from
the FOM or if such non-compliance can be cured. This provision implies regular monitoring by the FCU of their
associational groups and creates an undue regulatory burden not accounted for in the proposed rule. The
Leagues request the NCUA clarify their intent and expectations of this provision. 

Geographic Definitions

Generally, a single associational common bond does not include a geographic definition and can operate
nationally. However, for multiple common bond groups, each group must be within the service area of one of the
credit union's service facilities.

A service facility for multiple common bond credit unions is defined as a place where shares are accepted for
members' accounts, loan applications are accepted, or loans are disbursed. This definition includes a credit
union owned branch, a mobile branch, an office operated on a regularly scheduled weekly basis, a credit union
owned ATM, or a credit union owned electronic facility that meets, at a minimum, these requirements. A service
facility also includes a shared branch or a shared branch network if either: (1) the credit union has an ownership
interest in the service facility either directly or through a CUSO or similar organization; or (2) the service facility
is local to the credit union and the credit union is an authorized participant in the service center. The definition of
service facility does not include the credit union's Internet web site.

As with our comments regarding corporate separateness and requiring an association to maintain a separate
physical location – this rule also does not recognize the global use of current or future technology. 

Credit union members can conduct transactions and apply for loans electronically. With online banking, mobile
banking, remote deposit capture, and ATM access, a physical service facility is unnecessary. The Leagues
strongly urge the NCUA to review its requirements for service areas as they relate to both multiple common
bond credit unions and community credit unions.

Conclusion



In conclusion, the Leagues support automatic qualification of the identified preapproved groups. However, we
have serious concerns with the lack of clarity in several areas throughout the proposal and request further
clarification or guidance. 

We believe the proposed threshold requirement should be amended to prevent associations formed solely for
expanding credit union membership. The totality of the circumstances test will demonstrate whether the
association has goals and a purpose beyond credit union membership. 

We oppose the requirement that an association must have been operating independently for a least one-year
prior to requesting inclusion in an FCU’s FOM. This creates a competitive disadvantage. 

We urge the NCUA to consider modern technology in implementing this and other rules. In regard to this rule,
the Leagues suggest that a physical location is not necessary for either the association or a credit union’s
service area. We strongly urge the NCUA to review and update its requirements for service areas.

The Leagues ask the NCUA to employ the philosophy of “do no harm.” When considering changes to the
associational common bond requirements and when removing an existing association from an FCU’s FOM, the
existing members of all associations should be protected from the harmful, costly, and burdensome process of
unwinding a membership. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed amendments to the associational common bond
provisions and for considering our views.

Sincerely, 

Diana R. Dykstra
President and CEO
California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues

cc: CCUL 


